
scarlett2angel and rachel_75_1 
 

scarlett2angel: draz plz show rachel what the men twisted my arm and made me get into 

this 

D r a z: http://www.spicylingerie.com/ey-dl5096.html 

rachel_75_1: men get ya hands off your cocks and start talking  

blk_bull3000: scarlett has got herself into a bit of a soup  

rachel_75_1: is it minestrone  

scarlett2angel: and not to point any fingers but i know draz took my panties rachel so 

now i have to have a towel around my waist 

rachel_75_1: lmaooooo 

D r a z: laffs ........  scarlett    ...........  you looking flustered 

scarlett2angel: i would start with yours 

blk_bull3000: watches as the towel rides higher than the dress...ooh look at that ass....whistles  

scarlett2angel: winks as i catch bull looking  

blk_bull3000: you can do without the towel scarlett....does not go with the dress  

rachel_75_1: hehe as we turn and watch the rising feeling all the sensations of feeling 

and views  

bleedingheart26: rubsss my eyesss...  

scarlett2angel: hearts getting as bad as the guys  

scarlett2angel: she keeps whispering take it off take it off 

bleedingheart26: chuckles** 

bleedingheart26: uhmmm.... uh huhhhhhhh...  

rachel_75_1: winks @ heart and pulls her towards scarlett and i as we watch bull also  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm 3 way hugggggggg 

rachel_75_1: hehe hugsss 

bleedingheart26: yayyyyyy.. hugsssssssss 

blk_bull3000: raises my eyebrow....the towel is still on.....grins  

scarlett2angel: barely 

rachel_75_1: hehe blk bull  

scarlett2angel: smiles and keeps my back to rachel and heart so bull cant get a look 

rachel_75_1: wrapping arms around and decides to do a dance from the floor up  

D r a z:  woo hoo ...watching the shaking  

blk_bull3000: watches heart's and rachel's shapely bum instead....LAB is a gift that keeps on giving  

scarlett2angel: mmmm wiggles and dances infront of rachel as i wave my arms over my 

head making my hips and hair sway left and right 

KevinT38: sitting quietly, trying to get a half decent vantage point 

bleedingheart26: giggles* dares not to look downward... hands clasped.. trying hard not 

to misbehave..  

scarlett2angel: bumps my ass back turns my head and winks at heart  

rachel_75_1: my fingers glide across scarlett at every wiggle motioning to her 

body..........whispers to heart i never behave hun  

D r a z: laffs  thats true  

rachel_75_1: grinsssss 



scarlett2angel: rolls my hips with rachel smiles and keeps facing the room as rachel gets 

a good view of what the dress doesnt hide while heart moves with us  

bleedingheart26: laughs*** teach me then... how to not behave.... lmaooo 

scarlett2angel: winks rachel is good at that  

bleedingheart26: winks back* uhuhmmmm.. lands my hands on scarlett's hips... 

swaying... 

rachel_75_1: wiggles n eyes locked into scarletts as heart grabs scarletts hips on the 

other side.........moving us all to the wiggling n oh wow the jiggling  

scarlett2angel: tosses my head to the left making my long hair swat you both as i rock 

with the new song letting my feet and legs slide open some and stays facing the men as i 

dance  

D r a z: grisn watching scarlett  

blk_bull3000: getting a glance between scarlett's legs as i watch the ladies dance  

scarlett2angel: winks at you both........mmmm thats it rocks between you two letting 

your hands guide my hips as i push back against the bar  

rachel_75_1: winks  

bleedingheart26:  tosses my long black hair on my shoulder.... and runs my playful 

fingers unto her arms and sides.. grinning 

D r a z: shake it all up and down  

scarlett2angel: archs back letting my long blonde hair fall over the bar ..as my hips sway 

and rub against the wooden bar as my arms wave over my head making my dress show 

off more  

D r a z: grins seeing the dress lifting  

rachel_75_1: runs behind the bar with staff written on my breasts............as i lean over 

the bar n kiss scarletts sensual soft lips 

bleedingheart26: ohhh... myyyyy... looks at rachel... and scarletts,, sensual kiss... 

scarlett2angel: moanssssss as a pair of soper wet soft lips trap mine between theirs and 

pushs against the bar more 

rachel_75_1: smiles @ heart as i crawl under the counter of the bar then tickles her neck 

with my breath 

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes smiles and winks at heart while my feet dangle above the 

floor 

bleedingheart26: uhhmmmm... sways forward.. closer to scarlett.. leaning... and starts to 

kiss her luscious lips.. as sensual as what I have witnessed earlier... 

scarlett2angel: rests on my elbows ..looks from rachel then to heart and sucks on my 

bottom lip  

scarlett2angel: mmmmm dont be shy  

D r a z: laffsssss  scarlett 

rachel_75_1: stroking hearts neck as she approaches scarlett with her hot lips  

scarlett2angel: parts my lips..grabs rachels hip and yanks her as she pushs heart to my 

lips  

bleedingheart26: giggles* bites my lip as i lean more forward into her.. andplants my 

trembling lips into her sexy ones.... 



scarlett2angel: mmmmm kiss me i purrrrr as my back lays on the bar and lets my long 

legs hang down between you both  

bleedingheart26: hmm... roams my hand downward to grope her firm bum... motioning it 

to sway to the beat.. gigggles* 

scarlett2angel: softly whimpersssss at your soft kiss and places a shot glass on my 

tummy tring not to spill it smiles at rachel and grips each of your hips to keep the guys 

from seeing 

D r a z:  smiles looking at scarlett and  heart 

scarlett2angel: guys will never do body shots like this..winks and bites my tongue as my 

fingertips grip each of your hips harder 

bleedingheart26: ohhhh myyyy... stares a  scarletts... and to the shot glass...  

surfking_24: damn haha 

bleedingheart26: smiles as i trail my tongue around the shot glass  

rachel_75_1: stroking scarlett gently as i see the shot glass wobble  

scarlett2angel: purrssss as my body archs off the bar....turns my head to rachel and wets 

my lips with the tip of my pink tongue 

surfking_24: hell of a good day to body shot ladies, smiles sitting back at the sexy sights 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm hearttttt wiggles on top of the bar..letting my thighs part 

more but the two of you block the mens view  

bleedingheart26: watches the glass spill over n catches the trickle of the shot with my 

tongue... hands trembling as i grip on her hips.. 

surfking_24: nobody knows the troubles i seeeeee, haha 

rachel_75_1: holding scarletts hair as i kiss her gently as the flow of the shot i see  

bleedingheart26:  tasting the shot and my tongue sliding all across her tight sexy 

tummy... 

scarlett2angel: purssssssss rachels name as the cool liquid drips down my tummy and 

over my wet place wiggles and lets rachel hold me down as heart makes me squirm  

bleedingheart26: mindlessly grabs a slice of lime from the side and bites my lips as i  

squeezes it right in her navel...   

surfking_24: ohhhh 1 of those types 

scarlett2angel: smiles at rachel..squirms and opens my eyes  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm heart is learning 

rachel_75_1: stroking her softly as i watch heart with her tongue.........breathing heavier 

n heavier  

scarlett2angel: bends my knees ..pushs my feet down onto the bar and archs my hips up 

as they sway with the new song 

D r a z: watches scarlett as she writhes on the bar  

bleedingheart26: licks all over her navel and tummy.. making sure its just the wetness 

from my tongue thats left in there... climb up her sexy body and kiss her sweet lips and 

thank her for the body shot .. 

rachel_75_1: clapsssssssssssss wooohoooo nice body shot scarlett n heart  

bleedingheart26: blushes* 

scarlett2angel: sits up on my elbows licks my lips and smiles at you both 

D r a z: woo hoo  you two ,,,,,,,great shot ...............and nice dancing before 



scarlett2angel: very good heart 

surfking_24: beautiful indeed 

scarlett2angel: we have a surprise for the room if they can handle it 

bleedingheart26: blushing even more... kisses her lips once more..  

rachel_75_1: hiya Sasha 

bleedingheart26: thank you scarlett.. 

scarlett2angel: smiles slips off the bar and lets the towel fall to the floor and looks over 

at rachel 

scarlett2angel: can the room handle it? 

D r a z:  laffs  looking at the dress as it slides over scarlett  

bleedingheart26: hugss and kissess rachel as well.. smiles* 

rachel_75_1: wraps my arms around scarlett and wizzes her to the changing room  

Sasha_J79: Hello Rachel 

scarlett2angel: will be right back no one leave 

rachel_75_1: and gives her a very sexy black n gold bikini  

rachel_75_1: hb  

scarlett2angel: changes clothes smiles and slips my hand into rachels to help her up.... 

bleedingheart26: mumbles.... omg...... 

bleedingheart26: sasha..1 hugssss 

scarlett2angel: heart come here plzzzz 

D r a z:  woo hoo scarlett 

bleedingheart26: ohh. okkk... cummmingggg...... 

scarlett2angel: i will need your help if its ok? 

surfking_24: oh goodness  

D r a z: laffssssssss  ok heart 

bleedingheart26: smiles* would be my pleasure to assist you withanything scarlett.. 

scarlett2angel: smiles at rachel pats a spot on the bar and whispers sit here 

rachel_75_1: wooohoooo heart 

bleedingheart26: omg.. oh ok.. think what you want to think drazz... and surf..!! lol 

scarlett2angel: behave guys 

surfking_24: always good thoughts :) 

rachel_75_1: smiles at scarlett as i place myself upon the bar  

rachel_75_1: hehe heart  

rachel_75_1: as my legs slide upon the bar i lift my right leg up first  

D r a z: woo hoo  

scarlett2angel: lines up 3 shot glasses..two grapes and a silk tie  

D r a z:  laffsssssss 

rachel_75_1: then my left sliding.........wow the bar is slippery but nice 

scarlett2angel: lay back dear ..smiles at heart and hands her the tie 

surfking_24: oh my 

bleedingheart26: wowwww.. takes the tie from scrletts... errr 

rachel_75_1: lays back gently as i look at scarlett n heart above me 

rachel_75_1: feels the smoothness of my legs while i can smiles 

bleedingheart26: places myself on rachels side... adoring her lovely sight...  



rachel_75_1: slides up n down the bar wow this slippery feeling is so nice  

scarlett2angel: smiles at rachel relax this wont hurt.....looks down your sexy body 

..placing one grap between your breasts ..then one on each side of the shot glass filled 

with rum on your belly button as heart stands at your head 

bleedingheart26: carefully stands and walk over rachel's head....  

rachel_75_1: slows my breathing down as the glasses balance on my belly button 

rachel_75_1: ice cold grape being squeezed between nicely between my breasts 

scarlett2angel: winks at the mirror takes a mouth full of one shot of rum turns my head 

to heart and winks as i lower my wet lips to rachels tummy  

bleedingheart26: kneels down and ties rachels wrists together over her head and hold 

her arms down.. hmmmm.. tis won;t hur rach..   

D r a z: laffsssssss 

rachel_75_1: tie them tight i whisper cus i need em tight  

rachel_75_1: tighter than you ever have before 

bleedingheart26: whisper to her ear.... not to move as I  tie her and kisses  her lips...  

rachel_75_1: then relaxes  

scarlett2angel: winks and parts my lips letting the rum flow over my tongue an down 

each of rachels hips making her squirm as the tip of my tongue teases her  

rachel_75_1: kisses heart gently as i stay still balancing the shot glasses still 

D r a z: smiles watching rachel struggle to stay still 

scarlett2angel: lifts my head winks at rachel and lowers my teeth to her tummy bites 

down and lets my hair hide what i am about to do as heart teases rachels lips and ear 

more 

rachel_75_1: as the trickles of rum flow across my hips i close my eyes as the cold liquid 

feels like ice 

bleedingheart26: smiles* and gently holds her hands with mine... relaxing her.. eyes on 

scarlettt's skillfull moves.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmm slowly licks and nips on the sweet skin winks in small 

circles like the song says letting my hair tickle rachels thighs  

rachel_75_1: squirming more asi try n raise arhing my back ever so slightly  

rachel_75_1: feeling her tongue circle around my body  

rachel_75_1: the sensations flowing and making me squirm more in excitment 

scarlett2angel: purssssssssssss and licks around on your tummy...smiles and flicks my 

tongue up and down pushs the shot glass over making it splash the rum down your 

thighs and onto the bar between your legs 

bleedingheart26: hmmmm. dares to slid my playful tongue on rach's ear... as scarlett 

making her squirm with pleasure... 

scarlett2angel: moanssssssssssss as i climb onto the bar smiles at you both and rolls my 

hips as i lowr my lips back to your tummy and lickssssssssssss 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm never knew rum could taste so sweet 

rachel_75_1: gasps as my breath was taken for a second feeling the wetness between 

my legs n thighs............and heart tickling my ear i shiver  

hdroadking296: hi surf  



rachel_75_1: feeling her tongue stride up me catching all the shot goose bumps are 

apparent as i groan in delight 

bleedingheart26: smiles impishly at scarlett as I nibble on rachel's earlobe...  

scarlett2angel: winks at heart as i lap up the rum with the tip of my tongue and nibbles 

on the soft skin between rachels knees  

scarlett2angel: lifts my head and smiles licks the bar top looks around the room then 

shakes my head so my hair covers rachels tummy and hips as i tease ehr more to get all 

the rum 

D r a z: smiles along at rachel as she keepsso still  

rachel_75_1: my whole body is showing the signs of enjoyment 

blk_bull3000: looks at the women huddled by the bar...wonder whats happening  

hdroadking296: lap time BB  

D r a z: there has been body shots on the bar 

bleedingheart26: tilts my head sideward and lands a little bites on her shoulder... still 

holding her tied hands with mine... 

scarlett2angel: looks up at heart smiles and kisses my way up rachels sexy body teasing 

her with the tip of my wet tongue  

blk_bull3000: ah...i see  

rachel_75_1: as scarlett comes nearer i suck her tongue into mine  

surfking_24: hey crash 

crash_and_burn1985: hello 

rachel_75_1: feeling heart gripping me in a nice way and kisses scarlett 

scarlett2angel: purssssss and grabs the last shot glass smiles and shares half with heart 

as i lower my head to rachels lips and lets it drip into her mouth and moanss at this 

songgggggggggggggg 

D r a z: winks at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: groans as the rum flows over my tongue into rachels mouth and closes 

my eyes mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

rachel_75_1: as i tilt my head brushes my tongue with scarlett then hearts as i then lay 

still again wanting to feel my breasts  

rachel_75_1: feeling the rum slide down my throat 

rachel_75_1: soft lips clasping hold of mine 

scarlett2angel: rocks back onto my knees smile at heart shes ll yours  

bleedingheart26: gasps... and licks and sucks all the parts where scarlett lips has 

landed...  

scarlett2angel: traps rachels hips between my knees and rocks side to side with the song 

bleedingheart26: kissing rachel's lips with naughty desires...  

bleedingheart26: down to her throat.... hmmmm 

scarlett2angel: archs and run smy hands through my long hair tugs and lets the music 

grind me up and down on rachels tummy and hips  

rachel_75_1: lowerig scarlett down as she sways under my arms knelt on my knees as i 

lift up and kiss hearts lips as tongues dance  

rachel_75_1: then lifts scarlett as i pull myself deeper into her hips  



scarlett2angel: puursssssssssssssss ty heart rolls my hips left and right as she dryes all 

the wet spots i missed  

rachel_75_1: feeling every stroke to the beat to the tunee as we grind  

bleedingheart26: hmm.... smilessss.. savoring the sweet mixture of rachel's warmth... 

scarletts tonge.... ands the taste of rhum and lime...  

rachel_75_1: swirls scarlett as i watch her land into hearts arms  

scarlett2angel: grabs hearts hair tugs and kisses her as the music stops  

scarlett2angel: wow rachel  

scarlett2angel: slips onto my feet and helps you down looking for a robe  

bleedingheart26: mmm.. kisses her sweetly  back..  

D r a z: holds out some LAB robes  

scarlett2angel: hugs you both now that was worth staying up for 

rachel_75_1: hugssssss deffo 

bleedingheart26: absentmindedly sits on the chair.. kneess trembling..  

D r a z:  smiles at heart .........and scarlett ............and rachel .......great you lot 

hdroadking296: encore  

bleedingheart26: giggles* blushing* ty rach.. and scarlett.. you two are amazingly 

wowwww... 

rachel_75_1: thanks scarlett n heart am in a bit of a damp place right now lol 

rachel_75_1: mmmmmmmmmmmm 

scarlett2angel: blushs is glad i chamged clothes 

D r a z:  laffs   

bleedingheart26: uhmmmm.. and I must go fix myself now... errrr I must.... 

bleedingheart26: hello trish.. hugsssssssssssssssss 

scarlett2angel: waves hello to trish i cant move my legs for some reason 

bleedingheart26: what I mean is.. errr.. its almost 2am here.. you guysss... giggles* 

blushing even more... 

scarlett2angel: nothing now thamk god 

D r a z:   hahaha 

scarlett2angel: we might need a new bar  

D r a z: theres been a session ofbody shots ,trisha  

trisha_29: ohhhhhhhhhh ok...damn i missed them! 

D r a z:  wipes the bar down with a big towel  

rachel_75_1: i grabbed the mop  

rachel_75_1: sorry abt that 


